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Learning outcomes:  1) Become familiar with more excellent teaching activities. 

   2) Implement excellent teaching activities daily. 

3) Implement a new teaching activity. 

 

1) Handout: The edited and condensed (26 page) version of the referenced (60 page) handout 

can be found at https://sirblois.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/cooperative-learning-activities.pdf  

 

2) Introduction: (10 min) Kagan structures help build students’ interpersonal skills. Functions: 

 Class-Building: students are up and out of their seats interacting with many classmates. 

 Communication Skills: students develop oral, written, and non-verbal communication. 

 Decision-Making: Students respect diverse points of view and try to reach consensus.  

 Social Skills: students develop character and EQ, becoming cooperative and respectful. 

 Team-Building: Students bond with classmates and learn to support each other. 

Cooperative learning are desired by employers (p. 38). Academic skills are built in the process: 

 Knowledge-Building: Students learn facts and information recall through activities. 

 Presentation Skills: Students learn to share projects and team solutions. 

 Procedure Learning: Students practice and gain skills and understanding of procedure. 

 Processing Information: Students remember more by interacting, speaking and doing. 

 Thinking Skills: Students learn new ways of thinking in interaction and reflection.  

Rule of thumb: Use a structure after 10 minutes of teaching to raise the level of excitement (p. 2). 

 

    Note on forming teams: Students are sorted by ability so that groups of 4 are of mixed ability. 

Weaker students are paired with a strong partner beside them and a strong partner facing them. 

 

3) Model: (5 min) Strategies that I have used and that I plan on implementing; those promoted 

by other staff. The strategies in this workshop are applicable to both sciences and arts classes. 

 

4) Activity 1, “Partners”  Part A:  1) Read the 5-10 strategies from the first two sections of 

the list with a partner. Ask questions and make reference to the 26 page handout to learn more 

about the strategies. Ask the workshop coordinator any questions that are not easily sorted out.   

    (8 min)          2) Choose at least 1 strategy that you have used and/or that 

you could explain/describe, 1 you would implement and 1 strategy you want to know more about. 

                          Part B:  1) Stand up. Go meet a partner. 2) Share 1 strategy you  

  (12 min) have used, 1 you can implement and ask 1 question. 3) Discuss: 2 min 

each. 4) Switch! 5) After switching partners, try to describe one of the new strategies you just 

heard about from your most recent partner along with other strategies you would like to share. 

 

    Activity 2, “Jigsaw!”     Part A: You and your partner will be assigned 3-5 strategies from 

the second half of the list to look at and learn well. Check the 26 page handout to learn more 

about your strategies so that you can become quite familiar with them. 

   (12 min)          Part B: Move to a new location. Meet 1 member from every other 

pair to teach the strategies that you learned well. Take notes about the other strategies presented. 

5) Assessment: (4 min) 1) Describe Kagan Structures. 2) Write down two things you learned. 

6) Debrief: (4 min) 1) Reflect on the experience of Kagan Structures in this PD. 2) Write down 

your personal goal(s) and plan regarding regularly implementing cooperative learning strategies.  

https://sirblois.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/cooperative-learning-activities.pdf
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Assessment for Learning Strategies 

Fan-N-Pick: Question cards are held in a fan, and students take turns picking to answer (p. 4). 

First to Five: Students hold up fingers to indicate level of agreement or understanding (p. 5). 

Instant Star: Students on each team with a number share their answer with teammates (p. 7). 

Inside-Outside Circles: Each student paired in a large circle asks & responds  rotation (p. 7). 

Pairs Check & Coach: Pairs take turns answering and listening, coaching, and praising (p. 9). 

Quiz-Quiz-Trade: Students mix, quiz each other, trade questions cards, then switch (p. 11). 

Send-A-Problem: Each teammate writes a question  team answers  give other team (p. 13). 

Showdown: Teammates privately answer first, then reveal answers at the same time (p. 13). 

Show Me!: All students hold up their answers at the same time for the whole class to see (p. 13). 

Turn Toss: A question is asked. Student with the object tosses it to another who answers (p. 16). 

 

Cooperative Learning Strategies 

Circle-the-Sage: Students with the answer stand around the room teaching other students (p. 4). 

Guided Discussion: Students in teams of 4 take turns discussing or answering questions (p. 7). 

Find Someone Who: Student circulate looking for someone who knows a given answer (p. 5). 

Jigsaw: Teammates each have a learning task. They learn as experts then teach their team (p. 7). 

Logic Lineup: Teammates standing shoulder to shoulder must find their proper sequence (p. 8). 

Mix-Pair-Share: Students mix and partner with the nearest student when the teacher says (p. 8). 

Partners: Students learn  present & tutor  individual assessment & team reflection (p. 10). 

Sage & Scribe: Partners take turns telling each other what to do (p. 13). 

Three Stray: Like One Stray, but here 3 numbers are called so 3 students per team move (p. 16). 

 

Engaging Teaching Strategies 

Choral Practice: Students finish what the teacher is saying, or repeat something together (p. 3). 

Choral Response: Students all respond out loud to a prompt or question at the same time (p. 3). 

Find-the-Fiction: Students in turn find a false statement from among true statements (p. 5). 

Flashcard Game: Students in turn win cards of questions they answer or are tutored (p. 6). 

Journal Reflection: may include emotional reactions, thoughts, questions, and learning (p. 8). 

Spin-N-Think: A spin chooses questioner, answerer, and who will paraphrase & praise (p. 14). 

Take Off-Touch Down: Students stand to express agreement or sit down to disagree (p. 15). 

 

Strategies that Maintain Teamwork Accountability 

Numbered Heads Together: Students with the number called all tell the class the answer (p. 9). 

Rally Robin: Students take turns giving oral responses to problems (p. 11). 

Rally Table: Students pass a paper or project back and forth each making contributions (p. 12). 

Simultaneous Round Table: Students all respond  pass papers clockwise & contribute (p. 14). 

Team-Pair-Solo: Teams work together  pairs work together  individuals work alone (p. 15). 

Team Presentations: Each member of a team takes part in a timed class presentation (p. 15). 

Team Projects: Roles assigned to each member. Students may check in on other teams (p. 15). 

Team Post: Each team posts an answer at the same time on the whiteboard or blackboard (p. 15). 

Think-Pair-Share: Students first think about a problem alone  share in pairs  in class (p. 16). 

Whip: Teacher calls on one student per group or teams select a representative to share (p. 16). 

 

Reference: Cooperative Learning: Quick Reference Guide of Kagan Structures 

http://www.melodyshaw.com/files/Cooperative_Learning_Kagan_Quick_Reference_Guide.pdf  

http://www.melodyshaw.com/files/Cooperative_Learning_Kagan_Quick_Reference_Guide.pdf

